Electro-magnetic resonance phenomenon as a possible mechanism related to the "bi-digital o-ring test molecular identification and localization method".
The author hypothesizes that the mechanism of the "Bi-Digital O-Ring Test Molecular Identification and Localization Method" is due to an electro-magnetic wave resonance phenomenon between two identical substances having an identical resonance frequency and separated by a known distance. Such a hypothesis was tested and proved by using two identical sets of electro-magnetic resonance circuits, each consisting of a fixed inductance (L) and variable capacitance (C), in place of two identical substances or molecules. When one of the resonance circuits was connected or placed close to the body surface and when the frequency of the other resonance circuit was made identical to the one placed next to the body, a maximal weakening response of the "Bi-Digital O-Ring Test" was observed only when the axes of the coils of the two separate sets of resonance circuits were oriented perpendicular to each other; when the axes of the coils of the two separate sets of resonance circuits were oriented parallel to each other, no "Bi-Digital O-Ring Test" weakening response was observed, even when both resonance circuits had an identical resonance frequency. The information about the molecular structure and quantity of any molecule is contained in the specific electro-magnetic field emitted by the particular molecule. These electro-magnetic waves, containing information about the particular substance, can be propagated through a metal wire, through a "concentrated electro-magnetic field projector," or through a light beam with wavelength longer than green color (particularly a monochromatic, collimated light beam or soft laser beam). In the cases in which a light beam is used, the monochromatic light beam (including laser beam) acts as a very high frequency carrier of the electro-magnetic waves emitted from a particular substance placed near the source of the light beam or near the end of the light beam, and information on the molecular structure and amount of the substance is carried by the light beam (including laser beam) in both forward and backward directions (bi-directional propagation of information). Even reflected light from any molecule or substance in the visual field that reaches the eyes carries information on the substance to the eye ground, particularly when the individual is gazing at the substance; simultaneously, information on a substance not normally existing in the body that happens to be in the body is sent out from the eye ground in electro-magnetic waves to the object being gazed at by the individual.